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INTRODUCTION
This is tile final report for NAGW-3023 (SwRI Project 15-4971), Studies o/Extra-Solar
Oort Clouds and the Kuiper Belt, (S.A. Stern, PI).
VCe are conducting research designed to enhance our understanding of the evohltion an(l
detectability of comet clouds and disks. This area also holds promise for improving our under-
standing of outer solar system fi)rmation, the bombardment history of the I)lanets, the transl)ort
of volatiles and organics from the outer solar system to the inner planets, and to the ultimate fate
of comet clouds around the Sun and other stars. According to "standard" theory, both the Kuiper
Belt and the Oort Cloud are (at least in part) natural products of the planetary accumulation stage
of solar system formation. One expects such asseinblages to be a common attribute of other solar
systems. Therefore, searches for comet disks and clouds orbiting other stars offer a new method
for inferring the presence of planetary systems.
This project consists of two efforts: (1) ol)servational work to predict and search for the
signatures of Oort Clou(ls and comet disks around other stars; and (2) Inodelling studies of the
formation and evolution of the Kuiper Belt (KB) and similar asseml)lages that may reside around
other stars, including /;_ Pic. These efforts are referred to as Tasks 1 and 2. The main collabo-
rators with PI Stern in Task 1 are CoIs Drs. David Weintraub (Vanderbilt U.) and Mike Shull
(U. Colorado). The main collaborator in Task 2 has been CoI Dr. Glen Stewart (U. Colorado).
PROGRESS
Task 1: Studies Related to Observations of Comet Belts and Clouds
The study of main sequence stellar disks is now about a decade old. Although the existence
of such disks is well estal)lished, many questions remain ()pen. Our work regarding comet cloud
detection around other stars has include(1 work using constraints from 7-Ray Burst statistics to
constrain the fraction of galactic disk stars with Oort-like clouds (Stern & Shull 1994), studies of
Fomalhaut (Stern et al. 1994), and submm/mm-wave bolometry of a small sample of nearby IR
excess stars ('_Veintraul) & Stern 1994).
Last year we completed 2 new observing runs at the IRAM and SEST submm telescopes
to study one of the best-known IRAS IR-excess comet cloud candidates,, cr PsA (Fomalhaut), r
Ceti,/_ Pic, and HD98800. Our HD98800 measurements were publishe(l in an IAU Circular (IAUC
6003; June 1994).
In parallel with our observing program, two papers on theoretical subjects related to comet
cloud and 1)lanetary detection have been completed, submitted, and published. In the first, PI
Stern developed a new method for directly detecting planets. This method is based on the fact
that giant impacts, like the (me that formed the Earth-Moon system, cause the target planet to
become IR-luminous for several hundred to several thousand years. The paper demonstrates (i)
that such events wilt be (tetectal)le from the twin-t(eck interferometer, and (ii) that in a young
star cluster like Orion, between one and a few such "hot planets" should be extant at any given
time. In tile second paper, PI Stern and collaborator Shull have shown that the l(u:k of a galactic
population of Gamma Ray Bursters (GRBs) constrains the fraction of stars in the galaxy that have
Oort Clouds to < 20%.
Task 2: Collisional Modelling of the Kuiper Belt
In work (:on)pleted (hiring our first Origins research cycle, we nm(le an iifitial stu(ly to
evaluate the importance of impacts in the Kuiper disk. This work ret)resented an outgrowth of
Oort Cloud modeling performed by one of us (Stern 1988), who explored the collision rates of
('omets ill the Inner and Outer Oort clouds. The essential rationale for a similar study in tile
Kuiper disk was based on the 103 - - 104 times higher number density of coinets an(l the 10 times
higher average orbital sl)eeds in the Kuiper disk compared to the Oort Cloud. Together these two
factors imt)ly that collision rates should be 4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher in the Kuil)er disk
than in the Oort ch)ud.
With this nlotivation, we constructed a simple, first-order model to estimate collision rates
in the Kuiper 1)elt (Stern 1995, 1996a,b). Four particularly intriguing conclusions we ol)taincd are:
Using disk masses and average eccentricity/inclination values consistent with those needed to
resut)ply the short-l)eriod comet 1)opulation (cf., Duncan, Levison, & Budd 1995), we found
that comet-comet collisions do occur in the disk to(lay, but at a rate of only _ 0.1 - 10
yr- 1, depending on the various lnodel i)arameters. This corresl)onds to a present-day source
generating of order 1()15 - 10 Is g yr -1 of dust. Such collisions initially produce dust trails,
which dissolve under radiation forces into a more diffuse, disk-like dust structure.
That tile rate of collisions in the Kuiper disk today is too low to grow QBl-sized bodies over
the age of the solar system. That is, comet-sized bodies cannot accunmlate enough mass
(by several orders of magnitude) to grow to QBl-sized bodies, even if all (:ollisions result in
growth.
That a more massive, primordial disk containing 3-30M¢ of solids between 30 and 100 AU
(depending on the radial and size distribution power laws) could produce collision times
short enough to permit tile buildup of QBl-sized objects over the age of tile solar system. A
more nlassive, early inner disk than required (< 0.1Me) to suI)ply the short-period conlets
today wouhl 1)e consistent with both a disk whose radial surface mass density that was
smoothly declining (instead of truncated) beyond 30 AU, and the more exten(led, massive
disks implied by observations of soine T Tauri stars. Whether this intriguing, t)reliminary
finding bears merit depends on whether it is sustained after a compreheilsive collisional
model is in [)lace.
• Owing to tile steeI)ness <)f reasonable heliocentric ra(lial surface-mass density power laws,
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collisionaltimesbeyond_ 8(1- 100AU far exceed the age of the solar system fi)r essentially
all plausible disk masses. This led us to several predictions: (i) If tile disk of c()mets
and larger planetesinlals was originally massive, its unevolved remnant might be in place
today beyond 8(I-100 AU; (it) that this couhl be evidenced by a change in the population
size structure or number density of objects beyond a critical distance where the collision
tinms('ale exceeds the age of the solar system; and (iii) that the present day "edge" in the
solar system's mass distribution beyond 30 AU migh, t in fact be an artifact of collisional
evohltion in the disk.
These results imI)ly that collisions Inay have played a much more iml)ortant role in the
young Kuil)er disk than the t)resent Kuiper disk (where collisions serve mainly as a tracer of the
mass distril)ution). This work, which is the first (and to our knowledge the only) project exploring
eollisional evolution in the disk, has important implications for the interpretation of results from
sot)histicated t)ut l)urely-dynaInical I<uiper disk evolution models created by Holman & Wisttonl
(1992) and Levison & Duncan (1993).
Given our findings, it al)t)ears that either the present-day 1)aradigm for the fi)rmation of
Kuit)er Belt is failed in some flmdamental respect, or that the present-<lay disk is no longer rel)re-
sentative of the ancient structure from which it evolved. In t)articular, it appears that the 30-50
AU region of the Kuiper Belt has very likely experienced a strong decrease in its surface nmss
density over time. This in turn suggests the intriguing possibility that the present-(lay Kuiper Belt
evolved through a more erosional stage reminiscent of the disks around the A-stars/3 Pictorus, c_
PsA, and _ Lyr. These results were published in The Astronomical Journal.
We have also used this model and a second code to estimate the detectability of IR emission
from debris created by collisions. We found that eccentricities in the Kuiper Belt are high enough
to promote erosion on virtually all objects up to ,-, 30 kin, in(lependent of their impact strength.
Larger objects, such as the 50-170 km radius "QBI" t)opulation, will sutfer net erosion if their
orbital eccentricity is greater than _ 0.05 (,_ 0.1) if they are structurally weak (strong). The
model predicts a net collisional erosion rate from all objects out to 50 AU ranging, fi'om 3 × 1016 to
l()J 9 g yr-1, depending on the mass, population structure, and mechanical properties of the objects
in the Belt. We fin(l two kinds of eollisional signatures that this debris should generate. First, there
shouht t)e a relatively smooth, quasi-steady-state, longitu(tinally isotrot)ic, far IR (i.c, ,v 60 Itm
peak) emission near the eclit)tic in the solar system's invariable plane ecliptic, caused by debris
created I)y the ensemble of ancient collisions. The predicted optical del)th of this emission could t)e
as low as 7 × 10 -s, but is most likely I)etween 3 × 10 -7 and 5 x 10 -6. We find that this signature
was most likely below IRAS detection limits, but that it should be detectable by both ISO and
SIRTF. Second, very recent impacts in the disk should produce short-lived, discrete clouds with
significantly enhanced, localized IR emission signatures superimt)osed on the smooth, invarial)le
t)lane emission. These discrete clouds should have angular diameters u t) to 0.2 (leg, and annual
parallaxes up to 2.6 <leg. Individual exi)anding clouds (or trails) shouhl show significant tenlporal
evolution over timescales of a few years. As few as zero or as many as several 102 such clouds
maybedetectal)lein a COml)leteclipticsurveyat ISO'ssensitivity,(let)en(lingon the pOl)ulation
structure of the Kuiper Belt. This workwasrecentlyacceptedfor publication in Astronomy ('4
Astrophysics.
These two papers were also accompanied by an invite<l review, which is to appear in the
Planetary Ices book, summarizing the 1)resent state of knowle(lge about the Kuil)er Belt an(1 Pluto,
and review on the Origin of Pluto which is to appear in the University of Arizona's volume, Pluto
& Charon (1996). We also mention that PI Stern wrote a public outreach arti('le fi)r the l)Ol)ular
magazine, Astronomy on a sut)ject r(qate(1 to this research.
Additionally, PI Stern gave several invited talks summarizing the collisional modelling re-
sults ol)tained under the Origins I)rogram. A list of these talks ix attach(_d.
Finally, we wish to mention that in .July 1995, we organized and sponsored a 2-day workshoI)
on collisions in tim KuiI)er Belt. This workshop was attended 1)y D. Davis (PSI), P. Farinella (Italy),
R. Canul) (U. Colora(lo), M. Festou (France), J. Colwell (U. Colorado), It. Lcvison (SwRI), and PI
Stern (SwRI). The proceedings of this worksho t) were informally t)ublishe(l and distributed among
the i)articipants. A (:opy wax also sent to Origins program scientist, "Kish Rogers.
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